DHT) is a promising approach for a distributed data management platform in a large-scale network environment. In order to provide an efficient query processing and resource sharing in information discovery services, any DHT-based P2P system essentially needs to build an efficient indexing scheme for supporting users' desired queries (complex query, i.e., multi-dimensional and/or range query). In this paper, multi-dimensional indexing scheme is built by generating multi-dimensional keys. For this purpose, k-dimensional tree (kd-tree) is proposed to be used in the indexing scheme. This paper focuses on the performance of kd-tree regarding to its splitting threshold value and evaluates it by using three metrics: (1) number of empty nodes on tree (2) number peers with data size zero, and (3) number of wrong labels. According to the simulated results, this paper defines that kd-tree is built at the splitting threshold value "200" and builds a multi-dimensional indexing scheme over Chord. This paper shows that how the proposed indexing scheme with the usage of kd-tree supports the complex query processing over Chord.
I. INTRODUCTION
DHT technique is popular in many distributed applications including resource sharing, network monitoring services, and event notification services. In DHTs, data items are spread over networked computers such as Chord [1] , Tapestry [2] , Pastry [3] and CAN [4] . It allows fast locating of data and can support exact match lookup when a key is given. But it is only a one-dimensional indexing mechanism. For an efficient searching in information discovery service, complex query processing is a major challenge for DHTs.
In this paper, we use kd-tree to build a multi-dimensional index over DHT. Firstly, balanced kd-tree is built to partition the entire resources. Secondly resources on kd-tree are distributed among peers of overlay network. When a query is requested, our indexing scheme produces multi-dimensional keys for the desired query. As our indexing scheme is based on kd-tree, we focus on the performance of kd-tree and evaluate it to show how it can affect on the indexing scheme.
II. RELATED WORKS
A balance data structure can balance the distribution of resources among peers [5] . Therefore recent DHT-based indexing systems for handling complex query by using a data structure such tree, graph, and grid. Prefix Hash Tree, PHT [6] is the first indexing scheme over DHT that is efficient for one-dimensional range query. It proposed two algorithms for range query processing. The first resulted in high latency because all leaves are sequentially traversed until the query is completely solved. In second one, query processing is done in parallel and the query is recursively forwarded until the leaf nodes are overlapping the query. When the requested range is small, it may lead overloading.
To solve the overhead in PHT, DST [7] fills the internal nodes with data to violate traversing down to leaf node. So it stores keys in both leaf nodes and internal nodes. To process a range query, firstly, this query is decomposed into a union of minimum node intervals of segment tree. Finally the query is solved by the union of keys returned from the corresponding DST nodes. It may lead maintenance overhead because keys are replicated over leaves and internal nodes.
DAST [8] is built for range query processing. It firstly constructs an arbitrary segment tree and encapsulate the (key, data) pairs with segmentIds. When processing range query, it divides the requested query into the segments as in AST (arbitrary segment tree). And then it retrieves the data related with segmentIds. DAST can reduce the number of DHT retrievals. But AOR (accuracy of range) can drop because the union of segmentIds can also contain the irrelevant segmentIds.
DHR-trees [9] provide range query processing structure for P2P systems. It can achieve efficient query processing. But it cannot handle multidimensional query with one index, whereas it reduces the m dimensions to one dimension.
In [10] , m-LIGHT also used kd-tree to build an indexing scheme over DHT. It proposes a new data aware splitting strategy to distribute data on kd-tree. And then it also proposed a new mechanism to map data from kd-tree to peer nodes. It is high efficient in query processing but still has the drawback of bandwidth and latency consuming.
In the above approaches, complex query is provided by a single index which is created by replicating and combining of all attributes and a multiple-index created by combining the results of each attribute's index.
III. INDEXING SYSTEM WITH KD-TREE
The architecture of the proposed index system is designed with a three-tier model as shown in Fig. 1 . The first layer is the application layer and it is for the interactions among peers. The second layer is the indexing layer over DHT which mainly handles the query processes. At the third layer or storage layer, content data such as files like mp3, video, and application related information are stored.
At the application layer, each peer interfaces through an application system. User can send their desired queries and receive the results via this application interface. When a query is requested, then the query is sent to one peer in the network from this application layer. When a peer receives a query, it starts searching the data at the indexing layer of this peer's side. The searching process is handled by the proposed indexing scheme at this indexing layer. The indexing scheme at the peer starts to search data at its local storage. If the value is not found in the peer's own storage, then this peer forwards the query to other peers in the network. According to this architecture, the search process is only handled at the indexing layer. The searching or indexing scheme is efficient if it is clearly desirable to find the desired data in a minimal number of interactions with the system and the information returned by the system should be as concise and relevant as possible. The indexing process should also be simple and need to handle user desired queries. In this paper, we focus on the indexing layer to support the efficient searching process for complex query. DHT is very efficient in key word search or exact match query because keys of data are stored at the peers with the same or close IDs in their identifier space. We use this lookup efficiency of DHT to get efficient lookup operation for complex query processing. Therefore we need to define keys of data to be multi-dimensional in order to build a multi-dimensional indexing scheme for storing and retrieving of data. The proposed indexing scheme is described in the following parts: (A) labeling of data to generate multi-dimensional keys (B) distributing data to peers (C) indexing mechanism. In this paper, the real dataset, DBLP [11] is used to test the performance of the proposed indexing scheme.
A. Data Labeling
In this paper, data labeling is the process of generating multi-dimensional keys for data. In most pure DHT systems, keys of data are represented by using one dimension. In this proposed system, keys of data are generated in the multi-dimensional forms. In this paper, kd-tree is used to generate multi-dimensional keys. K-d tree is a data structure extended from binary search tree of one-dimension to k-dimensions. It is very useful in several applications, such as multi-dimensional and range query processing [12] , [13] , geographic information systems and computer graphic systems. Fig. 2 shows the simple construction of kd-tree by using two dimensions namely as d 1 and d 2 . It can be constructed by recursively partitioning the entire dataset evenly along each dimension in an alternative fashion. The partitioning process will be stopped as soon as the number of data in each tree node is no more than the predefined splitting threshold. In this paper, this splitting threshold is defined as T SP which is the maximum loads of each node in kd-tree. A major drawback is that kd-tree may be highly imbalanced [14] . An adaptive solution is to divide the data to two subgroups with equal amounts of data [15] . So T SP essentially needs to be considered to be an optimal value. T SP value is defined via simulated results discussed in section V. In this paper, labels of data are defined while building kd-tree for the purpose of generating multi-dimensional keys for data. As shown in Fig. 2 , label of root node is "#" and the label of branch and leaf nodes are the concatenation of its own label (0/1) and the label of parent's node label. The label of left child is label of parent's plus "0" and right child has the label of parent's plus "1". In Fig. 3 , leaf nodes of kd-tree are represented in the form of rectangular cell regions. Each cell contains the related data (records) regarding with 2D partitioning. While building kd-tree, half points of each dimension are generated while building kd-tree. Data are only stored in leaf nodes of kd-tree. Data labels are keys and leaf nodes with data are values. In this proposed system, kd-tree info with half points of dimensions is recorded in tree info list TIF, and TIF is stored in each peer.
B. Distributing Data to Peers
The section shows how to distribute the data from leaves of kd -tree to peers. In this paper, the proposed indexing scheme is built over a DHT overlay network, Chord. In order to distribute data among peers, data keys need to be mapped among the peers. In any P2P, data sharing needs to be balanced. Random choice can provide balanced distribution [16] . For this purpose, standard hash function SHA-1 [17] is used. In this paper, peer IDs are computed by hashing the IP address and data IDs by hashing of data keys. Then data IDs are distributed to the peers whose IDs are closest (less than) or equal to the peer IDs. In this paper, we consider load on each node is balanced while each peer has the load no more than T pl, where T pl is the maximum load on each peer. T pl is calculated by using (1), where T r is the total amount of data in the system and N is the total number of peers in network.
C. Indexing Mechanism
In most DHTs, key of requested data is the queries itself, i.e., file name of a file or author name of a book which is searched. They only handle one-dimensional query. A P2P auction network [18] for real estate frequently needs to answer a complex query such as 'select five available buildings closest to the airport'. This query is multi-dimensional range query (complex query). In this proposed indexing mechanism at a peer is shown in Fig.4 . Fig. 4 . Indexing mechanism at a peer When a complex query is requested, a peer starts searching process as an initiator. Before starting searching process, multi-dimensional data keys are generated for a requested complex query by building the local kd-tree. The local kd-tree is built by using the half points stored at TIF. And then the peer checks which nodes of this local kd-tree the requested query can exist. If the peer found the nodes which can cover the requested query, labels of these nodes are used as keys of data for searching process. This searching process is the same as the exact match DHT lookup operation. Therefore our indexing scheme is as efficient as the DHTs' efficient lookup and can also handle the complex query over Chord while DHTs cannot handle such query.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed indexing scheme is simulated by using Java language. Required parameters for simulation are shown in Table I . In this simulation, the system uses peers (network size) in the range of 1 to 1000. DBLP dataset is used as DBLP1, DBLP2, and DBLP3. We use three different dimensions such as 2 dimensions (2D), 3 dimensions (3D) and 4 dimensions (4D). The reason why we use up to 4D in this paper is according to the simulated results shown in table II and table  III . T SP value is also assigned with various values between 1 and 1000. Before the evaluating the performance of kd-tree, this paper firstly describes the tree depths of kd-tree and number of data keys generated from kd-tree are shown in Fig.   5 and Fig. 6 . As shown in Fig. 5 , tree depths are different when the value of T SP varies between 1and 1000. Kd-tree is built by using 2D, 3D, and 4D as shown in Fig.5 (a), (b), and (c) . In all these figures, tree depths are getting lower when the value of T SP is greater. Fig.6 shows the number of data keys which are obtained after kd-tree has been built with 2D, 3D, and 4D. The data keys are the labels of leaf nodes in kd-tree. From the simulation, it can be observed that the greater the value of T SP, the less number of data keys are generated.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF KD-TREE
The performance of kd-tree is evaluated via simulations with three metrics (1) number of empty nodes on kd-tree (2) number peers with data size zero, and (3) number of wrong labels. After partitioning data on kd-tree, a large number of empty nodes can make it imbalance. To keep kd-tree balance, the optimal T SP value is required to define. As a first step, T SP is evaluated based on the number of empty nodes on kd-tree. Fig.7 shows the percentage of empty nodes on kd-tree using 2D, 3D, and 4D. As shown in Fig.7 (a) , the percentage of empty nodes is the least when T SP is 200 and dataset is DBLP2. In DBLP1, 100 is the optimal T SP value. In DBLP3, 300 is the optimal value. In Fig. 7(b) , T SP is optimal at 100 in all dataset sizes. Fig. 7(c) shows that T SP value is stable at the value of 200. Secondly, T SP is evaluated by showing how it can affect the load balancing among peers. Load balancing is an important issue in P2P system. One important point is that any indexing scheme in a P2P system should keep load balancing among peers. While mapping data among peers, some of peer nodes do not have data. The higher number of peers with data size zero can unbalance the underlying P2P network. Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c) show that the greater the value of T SP , the higher the percentage of empty peer nodes. For this case, the value of T SP is optimal at the value100. Generating labels or data keys or data locations is an important step in our indexing scheme. According to the number of wrong labels, the performance of the proposed indexing system can become bad. Therefore the number of wrong labels is the most important factor in this proposed indexing system. Table II and table III show that how T SP can affect the generating of wrong labels while kd-tree is built with 2 dimensions and 3 dimensions. This proposed indexing system can generate the various numbers of wrong labels according to the value of T SP . According to this results in T SP value at 100 always generate wrong labels. When using kd-tree with 4 dimensions, the indexing system does not produce wrong labels. According the above Fig.7, Fig.8 , Table II, and table III , T SP is optimal at the value "200".
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, kd-tree is proposed to use in the portion of data management to build a multi-dimensional indexing scheme over Chord. It can provide data with multi-dimensional keys for the purpose of storing and retrieving data to meet the user's desired queries. According to the simulated results, the proposed indexing scheme can handle multi-dimension by a single multi-dimensional indexing scheme by using kd-tree. This proposed indexing scheme can be applied in large data management applications, including file sharing, communication, and live video streaming.
